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Upper bounds for the number of quantum clones under decoherence
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Universal quantum-cloning machines~UQCMs!, sometimes called quantum cloners, generate many outputs
with identical density matrices, with as close a resemblance to the input state as is allowed by the basic
principles of quantum mechanics. Any experimental realization of a quantum cloner has to cope with the
effects of decoherence which terminate the coherent evolution demanded by a UQCM. We examine how many
clones can be generated within a decoherence time. We compare the time that a quantum cloner implemented
with trapped ions requires to produceM copies fromN identical pure state inputs and the decoherence time
during which the probability of spontaneous emission becomes non-negligible. We find a method to construct
an N→M cloning circuit, and estimate the number of elementary logic gates required. It turns out that our
circuit is highly vulnerable to spontaneous emission as the number of gates in the circuit is exponential with
respect to the number of qubits involved.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the ‘‘no-cloning theorem’’ by Wootters an
Zurek @1# states that it is impossible to copy arbitrary qua
tum information perfectly, quantum mechanics does allow
to make approximate copies. Since Buzˇek and Hillery first
presented a unitary transformation, known as auniversal
quantum-cloning machine~UQCM!, to make two identical
approximate copies of an input qubit@2#, the subject of quan-
tum cloning has been investigated intensely~for example,
see Refs.@3–6#! and experiments have recently been carr
out @7–9#.

One application of quantum cloning is in quantum co
putation, as copying is a fundamental process in informa
processing. It has been shown that there are some quan
computational tasks whose performance can be enhance
making use of quantum cloning@10#. However, physical re-
alizations of quantum circuits are always fraught with dif
culties due to decoherence, as it is virtually impossible
isolate a quantum system from its environment perfectly.

Here, we investigate the circuit complexity of univers
quantum cloning and estimate the timeT a quantum-cloning
machine requires to makeM copies ofN identical pure state
inputs. By comparingT with the decoherence timetdecof the
qubits in a physical system, we can estimate howM or N will
be restricted and how much quantum information can
copied practically. In order to estimate the decoherence ti
one needs to model a specific realization, and several
possible: cavity QED, parametric down-conversion, and
traps. To provide a concrete example, we examine an
trap realization of the UQCM network, and assume that
instrumental sources of decoherence@11–13# have been
eliminated, leaving us with spontaneous emission as a w
characterizable source of decoherence.

The analysis of the timesT andtdec is analogous to tha
reported in Ref.@14#, in which upper bounds are determine
for the bit sizeL of the number to be factorized by usin
Shor’s algorithm.

In the following section, we briefly review the ideas
quantum cloning, and then, in Sec. III, count the number
1050-2947/2003/67~3!/032303~8!/$20.00 67 0323
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elementary logical operations needed to build a quantum
cuit for N→M cloning. In Sec. IV, we compare the clonin
time T with the decoherence timetdec of the quantum circuit
when it is implemented with trapped ions, as in Ref.@14#.
Other sources of decoherence~vibrational quanta damping
heating, inhomogeneous trap fields, and laser fluctuatio!
will also lead to limitations in the number of good quali
copies such a UQCM can generate.

II. QUANTUM-CLONING TRANSFORMATION

The task of a general universal quantum-cloning mach
is to copy N identical pure states, described asr in

5(uc&^cu) ^ N, into M-particle output states (M.N), rout,
with the following conditions.

~i! The reduced density operators for any one of theM
outputs are identical to each other, i.e.,

r i
out5r j

out, ~1!

wherer i
out is a reduced density operator with respect to

i th particle.
~ii ! The quality of the copies does not depend on the in

states, i.e., thefidelity between the input and the output stat
is independent of the input state. The fidelityF is defined by
F5^cur i

outuc&. The word ‘‘universal’’ refers to this condi-
tion.

~iii ! The copies are as close as possible to the input s
as a natural requirement for a cloning machine. Thus,
fidelity F should be as close as possible to 1.

Here, we consider only a two-dimensional system~qubit!
as a physical system, as systems of higher dimension
beyond the scope of current candidates for the realization
quantum circuits.

The cloning transformation of Buzˇek and Hillery @2#
makes two copies from one original qubit. It is written as
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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u0&au0&bu0&x→A2

3
u0&au0&bu0&x1A1

6
~ u0&au1&b

1u1&au0&b)u1&x ,

u1&au0&bu0&x→A2

3
u1&au1&bu1&x1A1

6
~ u0&au1&b

1u1&au0&b)u0&x . ~2!

In Eq. ~2!, the first qubit with subscripta is the state to be
copied, the second one labeledb is the blank paper that
becomes one of the copies after the process, and the q
with x is an ancilla bit which can be regarded as the state
the machine. The fidelity of this process is found to be5

6 ,
which is independent of the input state, as desired.

Bužek et al. also presented a way to construct a quant
network for this UQCM@15# @Fig. 1~a!#. In Fig. 1~a!, R is a
single qubit gate which rotates the basis vectors by an a
u as

R~u!u0&5cosuu0&1sinuu1&,

R~u!u1&52sinuu0&1cosuu1&, ~3!

and d and % symbols connected with a line denote
controlled-NOT gate with d and % as a control bit and a
target bit, respectively. By adjusting the rotation angles
three single-qubit gates, any two of the three states at
output represent copies of the qubita.

Equation~2! was generalized by Gisin and Massar@3# to
produceM copies out ofN inputs. This transformation is
described by

FIG. 1. Quantum circuits for~a! 1→2 UQCM, and~b! 1→M
UQCM. These circuits consist of two stages, namely, the prep
tion and the copying stages. The preparation stage provides ap
priate amplitudes for orthonormal bases according to Eqs.~2! or ~4!.
The cloning stage permutes those amplitudes among all qubits
tangling them~@13,14#!.
03230
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UN,MuNc&u0& ^ 2(M2N)5 (
j 50

M2N

a j u~M2 j !c, j c'& ^ Rj~c!,

a j5AN11

M11
A~M2N!! ~M2 j !!

~M2N2 j !! M !
,

Rj~c!5u~M2N2 j !c* , j ~c* !'&, ~4!

where uNc& is the input state consisting ofN qubits, all in
the stateuc&. u(M2 j )c, j c'& is the symmetric and normal
ized state withM2 j qubits in the stateuc& and j qubits in
the orthogonal stateuc'&. Rj (c) represents the internal sta
of the machine andRj (c)'Rk(c) holds for all j Þk.

III. GENERIC QUANTUM-CLONING CIRCUIT

Bužek et al. constructed a quantum circuit for 1→M
UQCM which explicitly realizes Eq.~4! by generalizing the
corresponding circuit for the 1→2 case@16#. Figure 1~b!
shows their circuit for 1→M cloning machine. It is basically
a natural extension of the 1→2 circuit, consisting of a prepa
ration stage and a cloning~permutation! stage. Let us ob-
serve if it is possible to extend this 1→M cloning circuit
further to anN→M cloning circuit by making up a circuit in
Fig. 2, in which the preparation stage is built up with bo
single- and two-qubit operations and the cloning stage
sequence of a controlled-NOT gate or similar multiqubit op-
eration gates.

Equation~4! gives us a few hints on the possible constru
tion of the quantum circuit for anN→M UQCM. First, M
2N qubits are necessary to represent the internal state
the machine. The total number of qubits needed to imp
ment this transformation is 2M2N.

Second, every basis of the form ofu(M2 j )c, j c'& or
Rj (c) in Eq. ~4! is a basis in the symmetrical subspace of t
Hilbert spaceH ^ M or H ^ (M2N), where H is the space
spanned byu0& and u1&. Although the symmetrical subspac
is a rather small subspace in the whole Hilbert space, alm
all computational bases are involved in Eq.~4!, especially
whenN is small.

Therefore, almost 22M2N amplitudes need to be distrib

a-
ro-

n-

FIG. 2. Quantum circuit forN→M UQCM. It turns out that this
cloning circuit does work properly for anyM when N51, N52,
and many otherN andM as long as the condition~6! is fulfilled. If
we are allowed to introduce additional auxiliary qubits inside t
cloner, this circuit works for all combinations ofN andM (.N).
3-2
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uted to appropriate computational bases to perform the tr
formation ~4!, although the number of distinct amplitude
a j , is only M2N11. The fact that such a great number
amplitudes are necessary imposes a certain condition u
the values ofN and M in order for anN→M cloning ma-
chine in Fig. 2 to work properly.

Since the task of the cloning stage that consists of a
quence of controlled-NOT gates is to permute the amplitude
of all basis vectors which span the whole Hilbert space,
the amplitudes in Eq.~4!, a j , must be provided by the
preparation stage. Therefore, the preparation stage shou
able to generate an entangled 2(M2N)-qubit state with a se
of any real amplitudes that may appear in Eq.~4! by adjust-
ing the rotation angles of each single-qubit gate.

For example, in the 1→2 UQCM @Eq. ~2! and Fig. 1~a!#,

the amplitudes appearing in the output states areA2
3 , A 1

6 ,

andA 1
6 . Thus, the preparation stage needs to provide th

three coefficients and it turns out that, with the configurat
of the cloning stage of Fig. 1~a!, the two-qubit state emergin
from the preparation stage should be

uc&prep5A2

3
u00&1A1

6
u01&1A1

6
u11&, ~5!

when the third qubit is used as the internal state of the
chine. The rotation angles of the single-qubit gates in t
stage are determined accordingly.

However, this scheme only works when the number
distinct computational bases in Eq.~4! is smaller than the
dimension of the Hilbert space that the preparation st
deals with. Otherwise, the preparation stage cannot gene
enough amplitudes required by Eq.~4!. This condition is
written as

(
k50

M2N S M

k D S M2N

k D<22(M2N), ~6!

where the left-hand side~LHS! represents the number o
bases that appear in Eq.~4! and the right-hand side~RHS! is
the dimension of the Hilbert space where qubits in the pre
ration stage lie.

Equation~6! is fulfilled for any M when N51, which is
the case of Fig. 1~b!, and whenN52. Still, it becomes rathe
complicated when it comes to other combinations ofN and
M. An example in which we can see the violation of Eq.~6!
clearly is the case of 2N5M , where the LHS of Eq.~6! for
N@1 can be estimated as

(
k50

N S 2N

k D S N

k D 5S 3N

N D .A 3

4pS 27

4 D N 1

AN
. ~7!

This always exceeds the corresponding RHS of Eq.~6!, 22N.
Nevertheless, Eq.~6! is satisfied forM which are sufficiently
large compared withN, since its LHS is'22M21/ApM ,
which is smaller than the RHS whenM.p2124N22.

Note that the condition~6! is not necessary if we ar
allowed to make use of more auxiliary qubits inside a clo
ing machine. Providing 2M2N qubits at most, instead o
03230
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2(M2N), enables the preparation stage to generate eno
number of amplitudes for the cloning transformation. Th
the cloning stage can complete the whole process by allo
ing those amplitudes to appropriate bases, leaving the au
iary qubits disentangled, in stateu0&, from the legitimate
2M2N output qubits. Introducing these auxiliary qubi
does not affect the estimation of the number of gates, wh
is discussed in the following.

Let us now count the number of elementary gates in
quantum-cloning circuit, especially controlled-NOT gates,
since a controlled-NOT gate takes a longer time to be pe
formed than a single-qubit gate@14#.

The preparation stage should be designed so that it g
erates an arbitrary set of real amplitudes, whose numbe
written by the LHS of Eq.~6!. As far as the quantum-cloning
transformation@Eq. ~4!# is concerned, the amplitudes shou
not necessarily be arbitrary as they are specifically descr
as in Eq.~4!. However, in order to keep the full ‘‘controlla
bility’’ on the output states, as in the case of 1→2 UQCM,
we assume that the preparation stage can generate arb
superpositions of 2dprep bases with real amplitudes, wher
dprep522(M2N) is the dimension of the 2(M2N)-qubit Hil-
bert space.

The transformation that the preparation stage perfo
can be written asu00•••0&→(k50

dprep21ckuk&, where ck are
real numbers complying with the normalization conditio
(kck

251. This is a unitary transformation that can be d
scribed by adprep3dprepmatrix, on thedprep-dimensional ini-
tial state vector (1,0, . . . ,0)T, and its components are give
by um15cm and the rest of them are arbitrary for our pu
pose.

It is known that an outright circuit implementation of
d3d unitary matrix requires, in general,O„d2(log2 d)2

… el-
ementary operations@17#. However, a more efficient circui
to create an arbitrary quantum superposition starting fr
u00•••0& has been proposed in Ref.@18# and its complexity
is given by O„d(log2 d)2

…. Thus, we simply take
O„dprep(log2 dprep)

2
… as the number of controlled-NOT gates

in the preparation stage of a UQCM in the following calc
lations.

The cloning stage is also generically hard to constru
The only exception we know of is the case of 1→M UQCM,
which can be realized by the circuit in Fig. 1~b!. In a more
genericN→M case, we can build up a circuit as follows. A
mentioned above, the cloning stage only permutes all ba
with nonzero amplitudes among all computational bases
H ^ (2M2N). Thus, we can estimate the number of gates w
only the knowledge of number of bases involved, even if
have no information on the actual permutation, i.e., wh
basis goes to which.

Let us take the 1→2 quantum-cloning circuit as an ex
ample to simplify our description of its construction, a
though its efficient circuit is already given in Fig. 1. Table
shows all the necessary permutations of bases to comp
the transformation from Eq.~5! to Eq. ~2!. This permutation
can be implemented as a circuit by carrying out each tra
formation one by one. Sinceu010& is not used in the prepa
ration state,u101&→u010& should be performed first, other
3-3
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wise any other destination state may be used as a prepar
state later and thus the preceding transformation come
naught. A basis that is exempted from being used in
preparation, such asu010& in this case, always exists in
more generalN→M case as the equality in condition~6!
never holds forN, MPN. Hence, the appropriate order o
transformation is u101&→u010&, u001&→u101&, u111&
→u001&, u100&→u111&, u001&→u100&, whereu001& is used
as a buffer in the last three operations, as it is not used in
final state, to swapu100& and u111&.

Figure 3 shows a general way to permute bases. In
figure, an unfilled circles denotes a control bit in-betwee
two NOT gates. Unlike a filled circled, s activates con-
nected operations when the bit value ats is 0.

Here, an ancilla qubit is introduced in order to flip th
incoming binary numbers according to the permutation
quired for a UQCM, as shown in Table I. Finding a circu
for the basis permutation without ancillas is generally ve
hard, hence we make use of it here for convenience.
ancilla is prepared by the UQCM in a stateu0& and it ends up
in the same stateu0& after the whole process. As the ancil
qubit is necessarily disentangled by the end of the proc
we do not have to take it as a part of the output state.

In the earlier paragraph of this section, we have identifi
the generic features required of a copying circuit. For c
creteness, it is important to show a specific example an
the following we do this for a 2→4 cloner. Our circuit is not
unique and other examples of course can be found.

The transformation of the stateu00& by the 2→4 quantum
cloning can be written from Eq.~4! as

TABLE I. The permutation of computational bases performed
the cloning stage of the 1→2 quantum-cloning circuit. The choic
of bases on the left-hand side follows Eq.~5!.

Initial basis → Final basis

u000& → u000&
u001& → u101&
u011& → u011&
u100& → u111&
u101& → u010&
u111& → u100&

FIG. 3. The quantum circuit for the permutation of bases. T
figure depicts a circuit for the cloning stage of 1→2 UQCM. An
additional ancilla qubit is introduced as aflag to flip bits. Although
there exists a much more efficient circuit for the same proc
which is shown in Fig. 1~a!, this circuit can be applied to the
UQCM with more input qubits, as in Fig. 5.
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and the transformation foru11&u0000& can be obtained by
flipping every bit in Eq.~8!.

As mentioned earlier in this section, we need four qub
for the preparation stage in addition to two input qubits, th
six qubits in total. The preparation stage generates all am
tudes for the 15 bases appearing in Eq.~8!. The output from
the preparation stage is, for example,

~9!

The quantum circuit to carry out this transformation is giv
in Ref. @18# and is also depicted in Fig. 4. The boxes rep
sent a single-qubit operationUu of the form

Uu5S cosu sinu

sinu 2cosu D , ~10!

and allu in Fig. 4 are given by

u15tan21A11

69
, u205tan21A 4

19
, u215tan21A4

7
,

u305tan21A 2

17
, u315

p

4
, u325tan21A 8

13
,

s

s,

FIG. 4. The preparation stage for 2→4 quantum-cloning circuit.
Anglesu in boxes are given by Eqs.~11!.
3-4
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u335tan21
1

A2
, u405tan21

1

4
,

u415u425u435u455u465
p

4
,

u445tan21
2

3
, u4750. ~11!

One possible permutation of bases that achieves the tr
formation ~8! from uc&prep in Eq. ~9! is shown in Table II.
This can be implemented by the quantum circuit in Fig.
With the quantum circuits of Figs. 4 and 5, the quantu
cloning transformation~8! is carried out faithfully and the
upper three qubits in Fig. 5 will be the clones, while the n
two qubits are the state of the cloner and the lowest dis
tangled qubit is an ancilla which can be discarded.

We can now estimate the number of controlled-NOT gates
in the whole cloning circuit. In Ref.@19#, the number of
basic operations, i.e., single-qubit operations and control
NOT gates to simulate a multiqubit controlled operation h
been given asO(n2) for a controlled-U gate withn21 con-
trol qubits and one auxiliary qubit. Therefore, the upp
bound for the number of controlled-NOT gates in the cloning
stage is the order of the number of bases involved, whic
approximately twice of the number of amplitudes produc
in the preparation stage, multiplied by the square of the nu
ber of qubits. As the number of the bases is given by

TABLE II. The permutations of bases to complete the transf
mation Eq.~8! when the circuit of the preparation is given by Fig.
Many of them are omitted in this table since they are almost ob
ous by comparing Eq.~8! and Eq.~9!.

Initial basis → Final basis Initial basis → Final basis

u000000& → u000011& u110000& → u111100&
u000001& → u000101& u110001& → u111001&
u000010& → u000110& u110010& → u111010&
u000011& → u001001& u110011& → u110101&

A A A A A A
u001101& → u101000& u111101& → u101011&
u001110& → u110000& u111110& → u110011&

FIG. 5. The cloning stage for the 2→4 quantum-cloning circuit.
Only four permutations u000011&→u001001&, u000100&
→u001010&, u000000&→u000011&, and u110011&→u110101& are
shown. Each of these permutations consists of three multiqubit
trol operations. This figure represents only one possible exam
because the order of permutation is not unique.
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RHS of Eq. ~6!, O(22MM 21/2), and there are
O„22(M2N)(M2N)2

… controlled-NOT gates in the prepara
tion stage, a quantum-cloning circuit of the type of Fig.
contains O„22M(M2N)2(222N1M 21/2)) controlled-NOT

gates at most in total.
This circuit looks rather inefficient especially because

the preparation stage. The inefficiency comes partly from
requirement that the preparation stage should be able to
erate arbitrary superpositions. If bothN andM can be fixed
and we do not have to control the parameters of each sin
qubit gate, the task of the preparation stage is much ea
and the configuration of its circuit may well be much simp
and more efficient.

The cloning stage is also inefficient due to the complex
of the network for a general permutation. Despite the lin
dependence onM in the case of 1→M UQCM, the number
of controlled-NOT gates grows exponentially asM increases
when there areN inputs, since each permutation is done o
by one in our circuit. It might be possible to find a mo
efficient circuit, however, we have not succeeded.

IV. DECOHERENCE TIME AND CLONING TIME

With the number of controlled-NOT gates estimated in the
preceding section, we can now compare the cloning timT
with the decoherence timetdec. We focus on a quantum
computing realization which makes use of cooled trapp
ions @20#. In the following, we assume that spontaneo
emissions are the only source of decoherence, and we
discuss the process without error-correction codes. Going
yond these constraints will be discussed elsewhere.

The Hamiltonian operator for a two-level ion of massm,
interacting with a phonon as a result of the center-of-m
motion with frequencyn, is then given by@20,14#,

H5
h

A2M2N

V1

2
@ u1&^0ua1u0&^1ua†#, ~12!

whereh5(2p/l)A\/2mn is the Lamb-Dicke parameter,V1
is the Rabi frequency of the 0↔1 transition with 0 and 1
denoting the ground and the excited states of the ion.a and
a† are the annihilation and creation operators of the phon
As in the original proposal@20#, we assume that qubits ar
encoded in the internal state of ions and the phonons are
as the information bus. The denominatorA2M2N is a con-
sequence of the fact that anN→M UQCM network needs
2M2N qubits ~ions!.

The elementary time step for a controlled-NOT gate with
this system can be written as

tel.
4pA2M2N

hV1
. ~13!

The total processing time for cloning is

T.
4pA2M2N

hV1
e22M12~M2N!2S 1

22N
1

1

ApM
D ,

~14!

-
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wheree is a some proportion factor. Here, we use the nu
ber of controlled-NOT gates in the preparation stage, becau
it is usually dominant over that of controlled-NOT gates in the
cloning stage, as mentioned above. Also, we assume tha
the controlled-NOT gates are performed sequentially one
one, despite the possibility of building up a circuit that p
forms several operations in parallel. Thus, the discussion
low gives only a naive upper bound for the number of clo
qubits. To minimizeT, we wish to increase the value forV1 ,
which is related to the decay rate of the excited state
@14,21#

V1
2

G1
5

6pc3e0

\v1
3

E2, ~15!

whereE, c, e0 , andv1 are the electric-field strength of th
laser, the speed of light, the permittivity of vacuum, and
transition frequency between the states 0 and 1, respecti
Clearly, we would like to minimize the decoherence effe
of G1 by going to a metastable level, but thenV1 is also
small. We can increase the Rabi frequencyV1 by increasing
the electric-field strength of the laserE, but it would then
cause transitions to other higher levels which may be m
rapidly decaying than state 1, and eventually spontane
emissions which destroy the coherence of the system. Leu2&
represent all other auxiliary levels which are coupled to
ground stateu0&.

FIG. 6. Three-level model of the ions used in a quantum clon
The transition between 0 and 1 represents the qubit. An exte
laser drives this transition with Rabi frequencyV1 . The laser in-
evitably couples level 0 to other nonresonant levels such as lev
The Rabi frequency of this transition isV2 and level 2 decays with
a rateG2 .
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As a stronger laser increases the population in the au
iary level, it increases the rate of spontaneous emissions f
level 2. Thus, we compute the probability of an emissi
from either level 1 or level 2, and then minimize this pro
ability to have an intensity-independent limit to the numb
of output qubits under the effect of spontaneous emiss
@21#.

The probability of a spontaneous emission from the up
level of the qubit during the cloning process is

p1→05 1
2 2G1~2M2N!T. ~16!

The factor 1
2 is present because we can assume that on

average half of the qubits are in the upper level during
whole cloning periodT. Since the auxiliary level is popu
lated only when interacting with the laser, the probability
a spontaneous emission from level 2 is written as

p2→05
V2

2

8D2
2
2G2T, ~17!

whereD2 is the detuning between the frequency of the la
and that of the transition 0↔1. We now obtain the tota
probability of spontaneous emission

ptotal5p1→01p2→05
4peA~2M2N!3G1

h
22M12~M2N!2

3S 1

22N
1

1

ApM
D F1

x
1

1

2M2N S v1

v2
D 3 G2

2

4D2
2G1

xG ,

~18!

wherex5V1 /AG1 and we used

V1
2

G1
5S v2

v1
D 3V2

2

G2
,

which is derived from Eq.~15!. The minimum value ofptotal
with respect tox is

r.
al

2.
f Eq.

is
TABLE III. Atomic data of several possible systems for a quantum-cloning machine and the RHS o
~20!, which should be smaller than the LHS. We can see that Eq.~20! has no solutions forN.1 andM
.2, as its LHS, which is equal to 31.15 whenN51 andM52, is always larger than the RHS shown in th
table. Atomic data are taken from Ref.@21#.

Ion Ca1 Hg1 Ba1

Level 0 4s2S1/2 5d106s2 2S1/2 6s2 S1/2

Level 1 3d2 D5/2 5d96s2 2D5/2 5d2 D5/2

Level 2 4s2 P3/2 5d106p2 2P1/2 6s2P3/2

v1(s21) 2.6231015 6.731015 1.0731015

v2(s21) 4.7631015 11.431015 4.1431015

G2(s21) 67.53106 5.263108 58.83106

RHS of Eq.~20! (h50.01) 0.72 0.084 2.58
3-6
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pmin5
pe

h S v1

v2
D 3/2G2

D2
22M14~2M2N!~M2N!2

3S 1

22N
1

1

ApM
D . ~19!

In order for the cloning process to be successful,pmin should
be very small compared with unity. This requirement giv
the upper bound onM for a givenN in the expression of

22Mmax~2Mmax2N!~Mmax2N!2S 1

22N
1

1

ApMmax
D

.
h

24pe
S v2

v1
D 3/2D2

G2
. ~20!

Table III shows the results of the actual calculations of
RHS of Eq.~20! for those ions that are often utilized in tra
experiments along with their numerical data. Assuminge
5100 @22#, h50.01, andD251013(s21), we find that Eq.
~20! has no solutions forM>2 as the LHS of Eq.~20! is
equal to 31.2 whenN51 andM52. However, if we con-
sider only the 1→2 cloning network, where the number o
controlled-NOT gates is six according to Fig. 1~a!, the prob-
ability of spontaneous emission during the whole proc
becomes rather small. For example,pmin50.062 for Ca1 and
pmin50.017 for Ba1, therefore the cloning may be succes
ful.

Overall, we see that even for a small number of outp
copied from one input, the decoherence due to spontan
emissions plays a critical role. If we make an optimistic a
sumption forh, ash51.0, 1→2 cloning with Ca1, 1→2
and 2→3 with Ba1 would become possible.

If we are allowed to have one more auxiliary qubit, t
number of basic operations to simulate a (n22)-controlled
operation can be reduced fromO(n2) to O(n) @19#. Replac-
ing the corresponding factors in the above calculatio
shows that, withh51.0, 1→2, 1→3, and 2→3 cloning
may be possible with Ba1 as well as 1→2 and 1→3 cloning
with Ca1.

V. SUMMARY

We have first investigated a possible method to const
an N→M quantum-cloning circuit in order to estimate th
number of controlled-NOT gates in it. We have estimated th
d

03230
s

e

s

-

s
us
-

s

ct

number of controlled-NOT gates asO„22M(M2N)2(222N

1M 21/2)…, with N and M the numbers of input and outpu
qubits, respectively. Therefore, the number of gates in
quantum-cloning circuit of the type of Fig. 1~b! or Fig. 2 is
always exponential with respect to the number of output
bits.

With the circuit complexity we obtained, it has bee
shown that the quantum cloning may be implemented
using the system of trapped ions for only a few combinatio
of small N andM, when the system is not immune to dec
herence due to spontaneous emissions, provided soph
cated quantum error-correction codes are not used. As s
taneous emissions are the only source of decoherence
have considered here, the number of possible combinat
of N andM might be lowered further by taking into accou
of other effects, such as phonon decoherence@23#, the
random-phase fluctuations of the lasers, the heating of
ions vibrational motion@24,11–13#.

Nevertheless, unlike the case of factorization by Sho
algorithm @14#, producing many clones is not necessar
what we expect from the quantum cloning. Since even a
copied qubits may be useful in quantum information proce
ing @10#, our results should not be interpreted too pessim
tically. Furthermore, the use of quantum error-correct
codes will surely ease the condition for upper bounds.

In Ref. @25#, it was shown that a quantum informatio
distributor, which is a modification of the quantum-clonin
circuit, can be used as a universal programmable quan
processor in a probabilistic regime. From this point of vie
our estimation on the upper bound for the clones impl
physical bounds on the realization of such a processor w
trapped ions.

One interesting subject we have not considered here is
effect of decoherence on the quality of the clones. If
allow a processing time that is longer than the decohere
time, the fidelity between the input and output states w
surely be lower than what we expect from Eq.~4!. We might
be able to find a trade-off between the fidelity and the nu
ber of clonal qubits to have ‘‘useful’’ clones in terms of pra
tical quantum information processing.
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